(Submitted to Nature) ABSTRACT On December 27, 2004, plasma particle detectors on the GEOTAIL spacecraft detected an extremely strong signal of hard X-ray photons from the giant flare of SGR1806-20, a magnetar 1,2 candidate. While practically all gamma-ray detectors on any satellites were saturated during the first ∼500 ms interval after the onset, one of the particle detectors on GEOTAIL was not saturated and provided unique measurements of the hard X-ray intensity and the profile for the first 600 ms interval with 5.48 ms time resolution. After ∼50 ms from the initial rapid onset, the peak photon flux (integrated above ∼50 keV) reached the order of 10 7 photons sec −1 cm −2 . Assuming a blackbody spectrum with kT =175 keV, we estimate the peak energy flux to be 21 erg sec −1 cm −2 and the fluence (for 0-600 ms) to be 2.4 erg cm −2 . The implied energy release comparable to the magnetic energy stored in a magnetar (∼ 10 47 erg) suggests an extremely efficient energy release mechanism.
We report the hard X-ray measurement by the Low Energy Particle (LEP) experiment 3 aboard GEOTAIL, which provides photon fluxes (integrated above ∼50 keV) during the initial intense phase of the giant flare (t=0-600 ms). Figure 1 shows the count profiles of Micro Channel Plate detectors (N MCP , red symbols) and Channel Electron Multiplier detectors (N CEM , blue symbols) of LEP, where the accumulation time was 5.48 ms if not otherwise stated. The onset time (t=0) corresponded to 21h 30m 26.35s UT, which was consistent with the expected arrival time of the onset signal from SGR1806-20 at GEOTAIL. The (X,Y,Z) position of GEOTAIL in the GCI coordinate (J2000) was (-1.5997E+5, -97945, -19671) km, which was in the solar wind about ∼10 earth radii upstream from the bow shock. During the flare, contribution of solar wind ions to N MCP was at most 30, and thus negligible for the study of intense X-ray photons. On the other hand, during subintervals (t <10 ms, 175< t <200 ms, 320< t <400 ms, and 450< t <600 ms), N CEM were affected by solar wind electrons, and not available for the X-ray photon detection.
In Figure 1 , it is seen that the giant flare had a structured onset. Before the onset N MCP was at the background level (∼4-11 counts), and then increased to 764 counts within 5.48 ms. After the intermediate counts of 1152 at t=5.48 ms, there was a 11.69 ms data gap (shaded). This gap (as well as other shaded gaps every 187.09 ms) was scheduled for particle counting operations of MCP and CEM, and not caused by the giant flare itself. Right after the gap till t=193 ms N MCP showed nonlinear behaviour above ∼2400 counts and was saturated at ∼3300 counts (red dashes). For this interval, instead, we had N CEM (blue solid squares), which are scaled with a multiplying factor of 250 to account for the difference in sensitivities between MCP and CEM. The scaled N CEM continued to increase from 13500 at t=23 ms to 23000 at t=34 ms. As seen in the inlet of Figure 1 a simple exponential growth was not applicable to the above initial observation. Between t=34 and 56 ms scaled N CEM stayed at the peak level of ∼23000 corresponding to a photon flux of (2.8±1.4)×10 7 photons sec −1 cm −2 integrated above ∼50 keV. Between t=60 and 170 ms scaled N CEM decreased gradually with oscillatory modulation which would suggest repeated energy-injections with ∼60 ms intervals. After 193 ms N MCP became available again, and showed an exponential decay with an e-fold time of ∼73 ms till t=380 ms. Several humps, or an erratic feature, were seen between t=400 and 450 ms on the profile of N MCP . Although less significant, scaled N CEM showed a similar hump at the same time. The physical origin of these humps is not clear at the moment, but may represent some additional energy releasing process. After t=470 ms, N MCP again decayed with a decay time of ∼57 ms. The photon fluence ( > ∼ 50 keV) in the time interval of 0-600 ms was (3.1±1.5)×10 6 cm −2 .
Adopting a blackbody spectrum with kT =175 keV as suggested by the RHESSI observation 4 , we obtain the radiated energy of (6.4±3. is the distance scaled by 15 kpc and Ω is the solid angle of the radiation. Here we note that the solid angle factor (Ω/4π) is not likely to be as small as 10 −2 , typically assumed for relativistic jets for GRBs. (Ω/4π)> 0.1 is more likely for the intense initial spikes of SGRs since they have been seen in all the three giant flares of SGRs that could have been detected without them. That implies presence of a mechanism that transfers promptly (time scale ∼60 ms) a major fraction of E mag ∼1.7×10 47 B 15 2 R 6 3 erg, the magnetic energy stored in a magnetar with an average internal magnetic field of B 15 × 10 15 gauss and a radius of R 6 ×10 km. Otherwise the magnetar scenario or the distance estimate will be called into question.
Methods
The LEP detectors were originally designed to count plasma ions (MCP) and electrons (CEM) in the solar wind and magnetospheric environment. While these detectors kept measuring the solar wind ions and electrons throughout the giant flare interval, it is found that 'contamination' of these particles to the photon detection can be safely excluded in identifying the signals from SGR1806-20. This is because solar wind particles were being selected electrostatically and came into the detectors mainly at some limited timings which did not overlap the giant flare interval. Another fortunate factor was that the angular distance between the sun and SGR1806-20 on the celestial globe was ∼5 degrees, so that the previous knowledge on the 'calibration' of the LEP detector as hard X-ray photon counters based on solar flare photon analysis was directly applicable to the interpretation of the observed characteristics of photons from SGR1806-20. By comparing the count rates of MCP and CEM with the hard X-ray 5 and gamma-ray 6 data from the YOHKOH space solar observatory during major solar flares in 1994-2001, we have seen that MCP and CEM have sensitivity for hard X-ray photons above ∼50 keV, and evaluated the quantum efficiency ǫ and effective detection area S of the MCP and CEM against X-ray photons as well as the angular dependence of ǫ and S. (Here ǫ is defined to include not only the detector response itself but also the attenuation factor inside the spacecraft.) Figure 2 
